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Abstract in English [280 words, limit 300 words]

To address the literary values of Hát Xẩm, first and foremost, one needs to know that Hát Xẩm is a form of folk music performance which came into being in the lower Red River delta, in northern Vietnam, a long time ago, and became popular around the beginning of the XXth Century. The most distinct feature of this folk singing form is that it was a way to make a living by visually impaired music artists. Thus, their performance contributes greatly into the literary nature and values of Hát Xẩm. For example, musical instruments are parts of the arts at certain points in the performance, or improvisations according to the talents of the artists. Each style and each form are meant to express a different feeling or a different story.

Hát Xẩm also incorporates different “languages” into the literary arts. Besides the singing and the music “languages,” the body language of the artists is part of the literary characteristics of Hát Xẩm.

These different literary sublanguages of Hát Xẩm can be studied thoroughly: (1) the improvisation. A Hát Xẩm song can be changed at each performance. (2) ingenous and rustic. A Hát Xẩm song can talk about things that are considered gross and taboo’ed, but it does not leave the audience with a feeling of foul. (3) satiric, comical. The artists usually adds a gesture or manner of singing to emphasize or lighten the topics, (4) internalized/personalized. The lyrics is always changed and improved thanks to this feature. Even though some of Hát Xẩm songs have authors, but one can be sure that nine out of ten, the fine literary nature of Hát Xẩm comes from the folk art treasures.
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